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Wake Stone Corporation Goes Live on Computer Guidance Construction ERP Platform
Family Owned and Operated Specialty Contractor Innovates To Improve Operational and Financial Performance
Scottsdale, Arizona – January 28, 2015 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of ERP software
solutions for the construction industry, today announced that Wake Stone Corporation successfully implemented
eCMS v.4.0 Construction ERP Platform for the management of construction aggregate and agricultural products
business.
Serving the Carolinas since 1970, the aggregate producer has been supplying the demand for products in the heavy
highway and construction industries. Wake Stone prides itself on producing high quality products such as aggregate
base course, clean stone products for concrete/asphalt suppliers and even specializes in producing Hi-Cal AgLime soil
additive for agricultural industry. The manufacturer has added a number of plants since its foundation and these
growth initiatives have resulted in the need for continued investments in technology. In late 2014, Wake Stone
Corporation deployed Computer Guidance’s flagship ERP platform, eCMS v.4.0.
“Computer Guidance’s eCMS v.4.0 ERP software offers some advanced software functionality that drives increased
productivity, improved efficiency and organization-wide collaboration,” said Jared K. Miedema, Senior Engineer and
Manager of Information Technology, Wake Stone Corporation. “We are very pleased with eCMS v.4.0 core financial,
operations management and enterprise content management applications. In addition, the ERP deployment took place
in a very short time in coordination with top-of-the-line CGC implementation personnel and with minimal interruption to
our business. Next we are looking to roll out their Business Intelligence and Analytics application suite in order to more
easily provide us with business-critical data which is essential for proactive decision-making.”
“We are pleased to support Wake Stone Corporation by providing a reliable, scalable and feature-rich ERP platform
that brings them competitive advantage and allows them to carry out their customer commitments,” commented Mike
Bihlmeier, President at Computer Guidance Corporation. “As technology adaptation increases and the speed of
business accelerates, Computer Guidance is focused on delivering its ERP software with faster deployments
measured in weeks and months rather than years.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Computer Guidance is the software development expert for construction enterprise resource planning solutions. In
business since 1981, Computer Guidance has provided its customers with construction financial and project
management applications supported by industry-leading business intelligence and analytics applications and advanced
productivity tools. Computer Guidance is a premier Business Partner of IBM Corporation, providing a solid technology
foundation for both its cloud-based, hosted and on-premise solutions. Hundreds of commercial contractors have
implemented Computer Guidance ERP achieving quantifiable benefits year after year. Many Computer Guidance
customers are represented among the Engineering News-Record Top 50, 400 and 600 and the On-Site Top 40.
Computer Guidance’s construction software expertise has led the Associated General Contractors of America to select
Computer Guidance’s solutions as the ERP solution of choice for its members. eCMS has also been acknowledged by
the CFMA IT Survey, ranking its job cost, accounting and payroll applications as the number one software for
commercial contractors. In 2013, Computer Guidance received a silver Contractor’s Choice award from Roads &
Bridges magazine recognizing eCMS as one of the most widely implemented ERP solutions among its readership.
Computer Guidance Corporation became a member of JDM Technology Group in January 2014. JDM Technology
Group is a global software business that is exclusively in Construction with 40,000 users served, in 40 countries and in
6 continents, employing 250 staff. JDM Technology Group’s core business philosophy is long-term commitment to
customer service, coupled with providing the best possible solutions to customers.
For additional information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 888.361.4551.
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